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SIBLING  FUTURE/RETIREMENT SECTION

What would R like to be doing 10 years from now?
934f

N
DK
R

Y

Would this be the same kind of work R is doing now?
934h

What kind of work
would that be?

934i

Principle activities/duties
934g

Kind of industry
934m

Would you be
self-employed?

934s

On a scale from 0 to 10 what are the chances that R will be doing what R wants
10 years from now?**

936

* This includes "same work as now, not working, keeping house, retired,
terminally ill, Dk, R."

** On this scale 0 equals absolutely no chance and 10 equals absolutely certain.
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What is spouse's
retirement status?

942m

Has R ever held
a job for 6 months

or longer?

Is R
married?

What is your retirement status?
936m N

YN

When did you retire?
936s,938

Is R
married?

Y

When did
spouse retire?

942s, 944

Is R
currently
working?

Y N

N

Is R partly
or completely

retired?

YN

partly
retired

completely
retired

DK
Rnot retired

working and not working
and not retired

partly
retired

completely
retired

DK
R not retired

working andnot working
and not retired



* On this scale 0 equals absolutely no chance and 10 equals absolutely certain.

On a scale from 0 to 10 what are the
chances R will reduce the time that R

spends working?*
944m

On a scale from 0 to 10 what are the
chances R will be working full-time

after R reaches age 55?*
946s

On a scale from 0 to 10 what are the
chances R will be working full-time

after R reaches age 62?*
948

On a scale from 0 to 10 what are the
chances R will be working full-time

after R reaches age 65?*
948f

DK/R     1-9      0

DK/R     1-9      0

Is R partly
or completely

retired?

N Y
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Is R over 55
years of age?

NY

Is R over 62
years of age?

NY

Is R over 62
years of age?

N Y

On a scale from 0 to 10, 
what are the chances that 
you will go back to work 
sometime in the future?*

948s



How far is R from what he/she would eventually like to achieve in life?
Extremely far, somewhat far or not far at all?

954f

What is your social security number?
960,960a

Conclusion of
interview. Confirmation

of address

When R and (R's spouse) decide to retire
do they expect their living standards to increase
a lot, increase somewhat, stay about the same,

decline somewhat, or decline a lot?
948m

Since R retired, has R's living standards to increased
a lot, increased somewhat, stayed about the same,

declined somewhat, or declined a lot?
952

* On this scale 0 equals absolutely no chance and 10 equals absolutely certain.
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